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Nigel is an experienced corporate speaker and facilitator, with a 
brilliant reputation for engaging audiences with enjoyable learning 
experiences designed to inspire, build knowledge and grow 
positive workplace cultures. 

How Nigel has evolved in his role as a Creative Director:
Nigel’s role as Creative Director has seen him working with a broad 
range of industries evolving his understanding of culture and 
leadership over a 20 year period. From working with Zookeepers 
and silverback gorillas, sharing the screen with Billy Connolly, to 
developing education programs for a slavery museum in the Middle 
East, he brings unique perspectives and refreshing insights to all 
culture and leadership learning.

Meet the speaker

Did you know? 

According to a report by Accenture, 77% 
of female and 67% of male employees care 
increasingly about workplace culture and 
believe it’s important to help them thrive in 
the workplace.

To participate in a healthy culture requires  
you to have a growth mindset. 

Before you move on read an excerpt from 
MINDSET: Changing the way you think to 
fulfil your potential – (D’weck) and think 
about your own attitude and mindset.

Key takeaways

To boost your healthy pharmacy culture, you’ll 
evolve to:

Understand that a healthy culture starts 
with a healthy you.

Discuss the foundations for a healthy 
culture.

Realise that you contribute to your 
culture every day.

Recognise that when we live our values, 
we turn them into actions.
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Building a healthy pharmacy culture 

It makes sense that working in a team with a healthy culture is more 
productive and enjoyable, but who is responsible for creating this 
culture? And what does a healthy culture look like? 

Let’s explore the role we all play in developing our pharmacy culture. 
We begin by understanding your role in our culture and then by 
exploring the foundations of a healthy culture.

Culture and Leadership

Click here

Think

http://thinka.me/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/M5-Pre-Read_CarolDweck-GrowthMindset.docx

